
buk Solutions 
communicating further



As a leading pioneer in conference and event 
technology, we offer innovative products, services 
and solutions for a wide range of sectors and applications.
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Welcome to buk Solutions
buk Solutions is one of the UK’s leading companies in providing technology based solutions for 
permanent installations, conferences, events, meetings and related applications.

We work across a wide range of public and private sectors to deliver off-the-shelf and bespoke solutions, 
offering a range of products for rental or purchase together with system design and integration, consultancy, 
and complementary services.

The range of sector applications we have delivered is extensive, from the provision of rented systems and 
interpretation services for international conferences and product launches to the supply of installations of 
bespoke discussion and recording solutions for boardrooms and council chambers, tribunal hearings and 
interview rooms, and educational use.

Likewise, the markets we work in are equally broad and include end user clients such as multinational 
businesses, central and local government, crown courts and academia, through to intermediaries including 
event management companies and conference organisers. 

buk Solutions works with selected key partners worldwide to bring together the very best technological 
solutions whilst also being able to deliver on a global basis.

We’re genuinely passionate about what we do and work proactively and fl exibly to ensure the best 
solution is delivered to meet the specifi c needs of each of our clients.

Please contact my team to fi nd out more and discuss your requirements.

Simon Sainsbury 
Managing Director

Please contact us to discuss your requirements

Tel:  +44 (0)1223 411601
Sales: sales@buk.solutions
Rentals: rentals@buk.solutions
www.buk.solutions

Our core competencies:

• Simultaneous interpretation equipment 

• Push to talk microphone discussion systems

• Interpreter teams

• Digital recording and logging systems

• Translation and transcription services

• Audio, video and web-based solutions

• Wireless voting technology

• Audio visual solutions

• Consultancy

• Specialist design and technical support

• Extensive product portfolio to suit any application
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Products and 
solutions excellence

Through our expertise and extensive product portfolio, we can 
provide whatever you need, whether it’s a simple replacement 
microphone or a sophisticated, purpose-built system.

Our experience across a wide range of sectors and application 
areas mean that we can work with you to assess your requirements 
and then develop a solution that will deliver the actual benefi ts 
and outcomes you are wanting.

Product sales

If you are looking to upgrade or purchase a new system, our 
commitment to you is that by purchasing from BUK Solutions 
you will receive a quality product that perfectly meets your 
requirements and, above all, is reliable.

Whether you are an integrator or an end user, our sales team are on 
hand to support you through pre-sales planning and specifi cation, 
system design, and tendering support, all the way through to a 
full, professional installation.

Our product range is extensive and includes:

• Microphone Discussion systems

• Simultaneous interpretation equipment

• Interpreter Training Facilities 

• Voting, Interaction and audience response technology

• PA and sound systems

•  Audio Visual products, integrating with existing 
equipment if required

• Video conferencing and Webcasting

• Digital Audio Recording (DAR)

• Assistive Listening (Hard of hearing) systems

All of our products are developed and tested under live 
conditions by our global equipment hire network so you can 
be confi dent that any equipment purchased from us is of the 
highest quality and reliability.

Of course, we also provide a complete after-sales service including 
comprehensive warranties, support and maintenance packages.

Partner spotlight
buk Solutions is the UK’s exclusive sales partner for VIQ 
software, the world leader in digital audio recording (DAR) 
and evidential logging systems.

VIQ’s software complements and seamlessly integrates with 
our range of hearing room, interview room and courtroom 
products, focusing not just on audio recording, but on the 
secure collection of all digital media: audio, video, emails, 
photographs, logs, attachments, and more. See opposite
for some of the applications VIQ can be used for.

Design and build

Our history and vast experience gained over the last 30 years gives 
us the expertise required to design and build the perfect system 
to meet your specifi c requirements. The fl exibility of our product 
portfolio means you will receive the most suitable solution using the 
most appropriate equipment. Whether it’s for a one-off installation 
or for multiple locations across the UK and beyond. We can offer 
bespoke, customised hardware which can be fully integrated into 
furniture to give a premium look and fi nish.

Our systems design and integration expertise gives us the 
confi dence to address your needs in the most relevant and 
commercially viable way.

Partner spotlight
Sanako is the global leader in language teaching software 
and together we have developed a strategic partnership 
that delivers exceptional value for the customer. 

We have joined forces to offer fully integrated interpreter 
training suites for universities and other institutions. By 
combining next-generation digital interpretation hardware 
with Sanako’s market leading software, we have created a 
state-of-the-art interpreter teaching and practice environment.
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Please contact us on 01223 411601 or email sales@buk.solutions to discuss your requirements, understand the 
options available and for prices or a quotation.



Applications
The following are just some of the application areas 
we have solutions for:

Discussion Systems – easy to use, interference-free, 
wired or wireless discussion systems designed for 
conferences, council meetings and boardrooms.

Interpretation Systems – advanced digital simultaneous 
interpretation equipment which can be combined with 
market leading recording or educational software to 
enhance the package.

DAR (Digital Audio Recording)

  VIQ Hearings – an ideal stand-alone solution for 
recording digital audio and/or video in disciplinary 
hearings, public meetings, corporate boardrooms, 
judges’ chambers, and small courtrooms.

  VIQ Police Interview – provides a complete, 
integrated digital audio/video evidence capture 
and management solution for judicial agencies, law 
enforcement and public safety organisations.

  VIQ Medical – offers an integrated digital AV 
capture, management and collaboration solution for 
medical schools and associated training facilities.

Interpreter training – Our latest digital interpreting suites 
are fully integrated with Sanako’s advanced educational 
software, meaning students studying interpreting have 
access to realistic training in real life settings. 

Voting applications – our wireless voting systems 
integrate real-time results into presentations, bringing 
genuine audience participation to any event or meeting.
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Our sector experience

• Regulatory and professional bodies

• Education and Universities

• Local authorities

• Courts and police

• Businesses
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Rental solutions and Interpretation 
Services for events and conferences
Your event is important, so it is essential you can rely on the best technical equipment, interpreters, and 
support services to make it a success. This is backed up by a team of dedicated industry professionals  
who can work with you to ensure your event runs flawlessly.

We have the specialist expertise to understand your needs and provide a solution, whether it is for a 
business meeting, global product launch or an international convention where different languages are 
spoken and located in the UK or anywhere else worldwide.

Equipment and services rental

Look no further for the technical experience, equipment and services you need for your next event.  
buk Solutions works with a wide range of clients from production and event management companies  
to in-house teams and facilities managers, providing a highly flexible, responsive and dedicated service.

The range of equipment and complementary services we offer is second to none. From simple 
‘push-to-talk’ microphone systems through to everything that is needed for a major multi-national  
or international conference, you can rely on our skills and experience to deliver a faultless event.

Our equipment and services offering is extensive and includes:

• Push-to-talk microphone discussion systems

• Simultaneous interpretation systems 

• Wireless voting technology

• Interpreter teams and translation and transcription services

• AV and remote camera control equipment

• Delegate registration and security badging

• Audio Visual solutions

• Consultancy

Further details on these are given opposite.

Working seamlessly with our global partner network, we can support your event wherever it may take  
place – Europe, Americas or Asia, we can put together the resources you need.

Please contact us on 01223 411601 or email rentals@buk.solutions to discuss your 
next event. We are also able to offer equipment demonstrations on site or at our 
Cambridge demonstration room and provide a quotation or references at your request.

Consultancy support

buk Solutions’ team of experienced industry professionals are able to help you define your requirements 
and advise on the best options and solutions, whether it is for a small meeting or an event that is taking 
place on a global stage. 
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Solutions and services 
Our portfolio of equipment and services can support a wide range of different applications and needs:

Discussion systems – our push-to-talk delegate microphones are ideal for meetings where full interactive 
discussions take place. Featuring comprehensive microphone control, and recording and webcasting 
functions, both wired and wireless systems are available.

Interpretation systems – offering simultaneous interpretation, our secure wireless systems enable 
speakers to be heard in up to 32 languages, along with facilities for recording, external audio, hearing aids 
and interpreter settings management. 

Wireless voting technology – empower and involve your audience using one of our audience response 
systems. Through sophisticated management software, real-time responses via wirelessly connected voting 
keypads can be instantly presented for all to see.

Interpreter teams – with many years of experience assigning teams of simultaneous interpreters, coupled 
with our guidance and support, technical knowledge and event experience, you can be assured that 
language is not a barrier.

Translation and transcription services – buk Solutions can also provide you with a full range of 
translation services, including translation of your event agendas, presentations and/or Minutes for your event.

Audio Visual solutions – we are able to advise on and supply the full range of AV equipment needed for your event, 
from sound systems, dome camera systems to video, projection, lighting recording and live streaming facilities. 

Delegate registration – buk Solutions offers delegate registration and security badging equipment 
to ensure attendees can be checked in quickly and efficiently, whilst also providing you with detailed 
information for post-event analysis and follow-up.

Why choose buk Solutions?

•  Using our extensive technical expertise and experience, we can guide and advise you on the most 
appropriate solution to meet your requirements

•  Our team of professionals can work with you, from planning and installation, on-the-day support and 
equipment operation

•  We can provide the interpreters and equipment necessary to achieve a successful multi-lingual or 
international event, whatever its size or complexity

•  Let us support your event or conference wherever in the world it may be through our trusted global 
partner network 

• You can be sure that our estimates and quotations come with no hidden costs or surprises

Our experience

• Conferences, events and meetings

• Product launches and roadshows

• Sports, awards and sales events

• Government and NGO conferences

• European Works Councils



BUK Solutions Ltd 
Unit 2, The Business Centre 

Church End  
Cambridge 

CB1 3LB 
United Kingdom

T +44 (0)1223 411601

E sales@buk.solutions 
E rentals@buk.solutions

www.buk.solutions


